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Re-Engineering IT Enterprise Imaging For Growing Health Systems

Whether you are looking for a modular vendor-neutral approach, or want to augment a robust and highly scalable enterprise imaging solution, Intelerad offers a variety of ways to unify your imaging ecosystem without having to replace legacy systems, or consolidate data from multiple repositories into a single imaging archive.

The combined product offering augments Intelerad’s robust and highly scalable enterprise imaging solutions with Clario’s rich, zero footprint worklist.

› Architect the right solution based on your IT ecosystem and roadmap
› Adapt to your infrastructure strategy, including secure public cloud DR options
› Consolidate imaging workflows and unify radiology worklists
› Drive strong patient and physician engagement
Intelerad Achieves Highest Aggregate Score in New U.S. PACS Contracts

According to the KLAS PACS “2018 Achieving Success from Selection to Go-Live” report, between January 2016 and December 2017, Intelerad signed the largest number of new clients in the U.S. and the highest number of large-volume contracts.

Top reasons for considering Intelerad include:
- Strong market reputation
- Positive user experience
- Great pre-sales product demonstrations

Experience No Regret
“98% of clients would buy Intelerad again”
“98% of clients consider Intelerad solutions part of their long term plans”

Make A Winning Choice
“Intelerad Wins Highest Number of Net-New US PACS Contracts”

Reputation for Usability
“We went with IntelePACS® because of how strongly our radiologists preferred it over other tools. Radiologist adoption is such an integral part of being able to put a new system into place that our radiologists’ desires were what tipped the scales for us.”
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Experience the Cloud Transformation

Leveraging the Cloud for Medical Imaging Informatics

› Cloud Imaging Platform
› Cloud Disaster Recovery
› Cloud Patient Portal
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